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EARTHQUAKE-PREDICTION RESEARCH IN A NATURAL LABORATORY
PRENLAB-TWO

by
R. Stefdnsson, F. Bergerat, M. Bonafede, R. Boovarsson, S. Crampin,

KL. Feigl, A. Ouomundsson, P. G. 1'1;1eredith, F. Roth, F. Sigm1mdsson, R. Sl1mga

SUffilnary

The PRENLAB-2 project started in April 1998. It was a continuation of the PRENLAB
project lasting from March 1, 1996, to February 28, 1998. It is a multidisciplinary multi
national scientific project to provide knowledge which can be a basis for reducing seismic
risle The questions which are raised are where, when and how will a destructive earth
quake take place. The answers are sought by studying the relatively fast crustal processes
at the plate boundaries in Iceland, on time scales ranging from geological time scales to
current earthquake release. While the fast dynamic processes in the Iceland crust are one
of the main pillars for the project another pillar is the high level seismic observation and
evaluation seismic network, i.e. the SIL system.

Key words

Mitigating risk, Hazard assessment, Multidiciplinary approach, Physical approach, Geo
dynamic approach, Modelling earthquake processes, Effects of crustal fluids, Stress di
rection changes, Microearthquake technology, Mapping of faults, Continuous GPS, SAR,
Earthquake precursors, Premonitory changes, Stress forecasting, Short-term warnings,
Database.

Introduction

Anlong achieveluents of great significance for the project and for its outcOlue
following can be mentioned:

• While Iceland as a whole is the test area for the project, the Hengill-Olfus area
has come to play a very significant role for the project (Figure 1). The reason is
basically the very high seismic activity in this area since 1994. The seismic activity
is a result of one hand the strain caused by transversal motion along the EW plate
boundary in S'vV Iceland and on the other hand fluid expansion source near the
center of the Hengill volcanic complex. It has been possible to carry out deformation
measurements of various kinds to keep track of the deformation in addition to very
detailed observations of frequent seismic swarms and individual earthquakes up to
5.1 in magnitude. Frequent observations by the SAR technology since 1993 showa
steady uplift of 1.5 cmjyear above a postulated pressure source at 7 km depth. The
horizontal deformation is observed by GPS measurements, which have shown well
constrained displacements related to individual earthquake sequences in two cases.
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Figure 1. The Hengill-Olfus area is between the South Ieeland seismie zone to the east, and
the Reykjanes seismie zone and rift zone to the west. To NW goes the western
volcanic zone. In this area there has been high seismie activity since 1994, which
culminated in two earthquakes of magnitude 5 in 1998. These two earthquakes and
related observed earth activity created research conditions which were of enormous
signijicance for the progress of many parts of the PRENLAB-2 project.
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The stress modifieations related to both of these earthquakes have been observed.
Thus an earthquake eycle has been observed from the start time of build-up of stress
on June 4, 1998, in a large area towards eoneentration of stress in a foeal region
and foreshoeks of an earthquake that oeeurred on November 13, 1998. After the
earthquake of ovember 13, it was then observed how an E-VY fault zone served as a
stress guide, and how a sequenee of earthquakes was observed related to that guide.
This has eonsequenees for modelling large South Iceland seismie zone earthquakes
whieh oeeur in sequenees of earthquakes reaehing magnitude 7.

• There has been signifieant progress in utilizing mieroearthquakes to study faulting
proeesses. An automatie proeess has been developed to relate small earthquakes
with individual fraetures within an earthquake fault system on basis of very aeeurate
relative loeation proeedure and on basis of fault plane solutions. This opens the
possibility to use microearthquakes to observe stable motion within a eomplieated
fault system, ehanges of stresses and stress directions and earthquake nucleation. In
seismology mieroearthquakes are mostly considered or treated as ehaotie feature. By
work in this field in the PRENLAB projeets we are gradually discovering eausality
whieh in a physieally understandable way relates the mieroearthquakes to eaeh other
and to larger events. Among signifieant indieations of this mostly methodologieal
study is that small earthquakes, also at depths near the base of the seismogenie
erust, show similarity with hydraulic fracturing and changes in pore pressure that
may have strong infiuence of the periodicity of and triggering of seismic activity.

• Very significant progress in observing relation between shear-wave splitting delay
and deviatoric stress build-up has resulted in a successful stress forecast. On basis of
experience in studying shear-wave splitting time patterns in the very active Hengill
01fus area in SyV Iceland a successful stress foreeast was issued. After a general
information about increase in stress in the Hengill area in SW leeland and on the
basis of observations and modelling of nearby premonitory activity at end-October
1998, a definite stress forecast was issued by Stuart Crampin of the PRENLAB-2
project, on November 10, 1998. This forecast said that an earthquake of magnitucle
5-6 could occur anytime between the issuing of the foreeast (M=5) and the end
of February 1999 (M=6) if stress kept increasing. An earthquake of magnitude
5 occurred near the center of the region inclucled in the foreeast on November 13.
Although this kind of foreeast is far from being a complete earthquake prediction this
is a step forward for short-term warnings. It cloes not in itself specify the epicenter
of the earthquake. In this case the most likely epicenter could be guessecl based on
former activity, i.e. to complete an ongoing seismie cycle. The earthquake itself had
foreshock activity, which in fact defined the most likely epicenter for the earthquake,
and also indicatecl that it was impending within short. Of course it is always a
question if a sequence of small earthquakes is a foreshock activity or not. However,
the pattern of foreshock activity in this case and methods for automatic evaluations
of observations which are ongoing on basis of the collected data, give hopes that
proceclures can be developed to complete such a stress forecast by obscrvations
which aim at finding the place and the time of the earthquake nuc1eation before it
ruptures.

• The current stress tields near the earthquake zones in North Iceland and in SW
leeland have been calculatecl by inverting a large number of fault plane solutions
of the SIL system for stress. The average direction of extension was observed to
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be N66°E for the Tjornes fraeture zone in North Iceland and N143°E for the area
around the South Iceland seismic zone. This is in good agreement with the postu
lated pattern of the general divergent plate motion in Iceland. This result is also a
significant base for studying the spatial and temporal variations in stress directions,
which are related to uneven transversal plate motion and fluid intrusions, and thus
to earthquake occurrence.

• Significant results have been obtained in geodetical and geological studies near the
Hflsavik-Flatey transform fault zone in northern Iceland. A model has been created
mainly on basis of repeated GPS measurements which describes the fault system
as a locked system down to a depth of 10 km but with a right-lateral transversal
motion of 5 mm/year below that depth along the fault, i.e. the same sense of motion
expected in a large earthquake on the Hflsavik fault. Tillis stress seems to be fast
built up by time increasing the probability of a large earthquake in this area. Studies
of aspect ratio of fluid filled veins studied in exposed parts of the Hflsavfk-Flatey
fault zone indicate that fluid overpressure above the minimum compressive principal
stress is 20MPa.

• lVIodeIling work has been ongoing within some of the subprojects to explain ob
servations of various kinds. A model has been developed to explain the historical
earthquake sequence of the South Iceland seismic zone. This is a simple model
assuming that the earth is a homogeneous halfspace and the plate divergency is
constant, and that all the strain energy or stress build-up comes from the plate
motion. The stress build-up in elastic lithosphere caused by magma upwelling from
a medium with different rheological parameters has been modelled and studied with
respect to earthrealistic conditions. A model has been proposed, based on modell ing
results and observations, which assurnes that a significant part of the stress build-up
before earthquakes comes from heat energy from the mantie. It is probable that
basaltie fluids extracted from the Iceland mantle plume at depth of less than 100
km play a significant role, not only in triggering earthquakes in Iceland but also a
significant role in the stress build-up. "Vork has started to develop such a mode!.

• Most significant extension of the observational network is that continuous monitor
ing of deformation has been initiatecl in Iceland by the installation of continuous
GPS at 4 sites in an area of high seismic activity in SW Iceland, the I-Iengill
Olfus area (Figure 2). These four stations are linked to observations of two former
continuous GPS stations, which create a reference base for the local deformation
monitoring. Observations and research within the PRENLAB-2 project of this ac
tivity, and the need to understand what is going on in this area, made it possible to
obtain funds to start this innovating work. On the other hand the continuous GPS
measurements provide new constraints in using the activity in this area as a basis
for modelling earthquake proeesses.

Methods and results

In the following the methods and results of the PRENLAB-2 project will be clescibed in
detail.



[Il Monitoring crustal proeesses for reducing seismie risk

The work described here is basically a responsibility of IMOR.DG in cooperation with all
the other groups involved in PRENLAB-2.

Data collection

Much more work was carried out in data collection and data evaluation than anticipated
when the workprogramme ,vas prepared.

This was partly due to general extensions of the applied monitoring systems, but
partly due to very high seismic and deformation activity in the Hengill-Olfus area in SW
Iceland (Figure 1). Enormously significant data were collected in this area which contain
earthquake premonitory activity and short-term precursors to earthquakes, especially in
.lune 1998 and in November 1998. The data collection and evaluations carried out in
relation to this activity are of basic significance in understanding crustal processes leading
to earthquakes, for modelling motions in an earthquake and for modell ing the observed
large-scale stress modifications that were caused by the two earthquakes [4].

The extension of the SIL seismological acquisition and evaluation system, the SIL
system, has continued [16, 60]. The SIL system is a front line system with high level
network facilities for detecting small signals and evaluating wave forms.

Quite often during high earthquake activity the incoming data of small earthquakes
is so high in the SIL system that the communication system and the computers have
problems to cope with the data stream, and jams were created, which sometimes could
delay the data, so the system evaluation was delayed. This could even lead to loss of data.
As it is very significant to gather earthquake data down to the smallest earthquakes, that
provide information about crustal conditions, it was necessary to design and implement
more effective procedures for doing this. For this purpose a new compresssion algorithm
was developed for the system, i.e. the bit compression. This algorithm compresses the
data very effectively at the si te stations and the compressed data go directly into the
evaluation procedures at the SIL center, much faster than the earlier procedures.

A new format for saving the digital earthquake waveform data will be described shortly
in following:

The output of the seismometer digitizer is a series of integer values. The sample-to
sample variation is usually much less than the maximum values, which for most of SIL
stations are between +/-3276800. In the AH format which was used by the SIL software,
each value is stored in 32 bits.

A reduction in size of the data files of approximately a factor of 5 is achieved by storing
the sample-to-sample variation in packed, variable size integers.

The access to data is tims much faster than to data that is compressed using general
purpose compression programs such as gzip or compress and the files are typically 2-3
times smaller.

This new bit-compress format (bc) was incorporated into the data aqusition in the
SIL system during the autumn of 1998. The software on each station writes in ascii files
in format that is called the SIL format. The program bctool can convert these files to the
bc format and back. All information in the headers is preserved.

The bc files are then transferred to the SIL center (currently using uucp). All files
from each day are kept together, with a directory for each station. An index file that
contains a list af all waveforms for each day is maintained.

The index files are stored on binary form, and are sorted by the programs that read
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Figure 2. The figure shows the location of the new GPS network in SW lceland, for continu
ous monitoring of deformations. Red triangles show the continuous GPS stations
and the black triangles are the SIL seismic stations in the area.

them. A major performance bottleneck in previous version resulted from sorting index
files on ascii form each time that waveform data arrived.

The new software is able to keep up with much larger levels of earthquake activity
than previous software. Because the routines that read and uncompress the data are very
fast and files are small, performance of all programs that use the data has been improved.

A build-up of continuous GPS monitoring at 4 sites in SW Iceland is a significant step
forward for the PRENLAB-2 project data collection. It is significant for the watching the
presently high seismic rate and deformation rate in the area. Four stations were installed
in the Hengill-Olfus area as shown in Figure 2.

The data processing is done at IMOR.DG, using the Bernese version 4.0 software from
University of Berne. We are using data from the IGS station Reykjavik (REYK) as a
reference station. The data from the network and results will be made available via the
Internet. The URL is http://www.vedur.is/ja/gps.html.

A station for continuous monitoring of conductivity at depth in the crust by MT
method was installed at the SIL station HAU, at the eastern end of the South Iceland
seismic zone, and the data acquistion is merged with the SIL data acquisition. Changes
of conductivity in the crust may provide significant information about conditions in the
seismic zones.
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Data access

Work which started within the PRENLAB project of creating an earthquake database
with easy accesss has continued and accelerated during PRENLAB-2. The database
structure used is INGRES.

This database now contains SIL network seismic data since 1991 which can be accessed
through the Internet, by search in a simple relational database table. This table has
hypocenter and magnitude information on all SIL measured earthquakes since July 1991
tint have been manually checkeel, approximately 140000 earthquakes. Search options for
area, magnituele anel time are provieleel.

The preparatory work for a general easy accessible relational elatabase for all seismic
data is completeel and the inc!usion of elata in the database is in good progress.

Inc!udeel in the database is al ready now or will be within short:

• Information based on historical information. This information has been gathered
over the years and will be inserted into the database.

• Information on instrumentally measured earthquakes from 1926 to 1991. Available
parameter data for earthquakes during the period 1926-1973 have been extracteel
from catalogues and is currently being inserted into relational database tables. In
formation on earthquakes that were felt but not recorded is also inserted into the
tables.

• Information on SIL parameter data from 1991 to present. The data have been
checked and upelated to ensure compatible processing from different recording sys
tems. The insertion of parameter data, both observed and derived, into relational
database tables is nearly up-to-elate. Information on approximately 140000 earth
quakes is now accessible through a standardizeel SQL database.

• Information on station parameters, such as coordinates, instrument characteristics
and time corrections at each respective time of measuring. Relational database
tables have been developed.

Besiele preparing this general elatabase much work has been carried out in prov iding
the various other subprojects with earthquake data, in accordance with the progress of
the research work.

Enhancing the basis for alerts, warnings and hazard assessnl.ents

This work has been carried out in relation to providing information and warnings about
ongoing activity. It has been linked with increased probability of the occurrence of large
earthquakes, on one hand in SW keland anel on the other hand near the Hllsavfk earth
quake fault in North keIand.

Very much work which concerns all aspects of this task has been devoted to the Hengill
Olfus area in SW Iceland. An earthquake sequence has been ongoing in this region since
1994, related on one hand to E-W transversal motion across the plate boundary, and
on the other to an expansion source at 8-10 km depth below the Hengill area. The
largest earthquakes of this sequence took place on J une 4, 1998, magnitude 5.1, and on
November 13, 1998, magnituele 5. The sequence of events, as observed seismologically
and geodetically related to the time period of these events is of enormous significanee for
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unelerstaneling, builel-up of stress befare earthquakes anel for unelerstaneling the nucleating
process or the short-term precursor activity befare earthquakes (Figure 3) [4, .52, 63J.

After the earthquake of .J une 4, 1998, ancl the following earthquake sequence and
eleformation, stress was modifiedup to 50 km clistance to east and west from the epicenter,
along the E-W plate boundary. This appearecl in widespreacl seismic activity, but also in
increases in shear-wave splitting delay time, which leacl to an earthquake forecast [22].

Work which is concerned with the possibility of an impencling large earthquake, i.e.
earthquake of magnitude 7, near the town Husavik in North Iceland, was cliscussecl at
a special PRENLAB-2 workshop in HLlsavik, .J uly 30, 1998. V/ork is going on under
severaI subprojects with risk relateel research in this region. This subproject has besicles
providing seismological data, taken initiative in planning new observations to be macle in
the area, on basis of the results of angoing work. The objective is to provide observations
which can create a better basis for modelling of the HLlsavik earthquake, for an improvecl
hazard assesssment and for bette l' real-time monitoring possibly involving short-term
warnings [61].

Work is ongoing within this subproject regarding the Tj6rnes fracture zone in gen
eral [52J.

Modelling of near-field ground l1.1otions in catastrophic earthquakes in Iceland

The M=5.1 earthquake, J une 4, 1998, in the Hengill area provided excellent geodetic and
seismic data for modelling of near-field displacements in the largest earthquake in the
area since 1955.

A large earthquake swarm started in the Hengill area on June 3, 1998, ancl culminated
with a lVl=5.1 earthquake on June 4, 1998, at 21:37 GMT, followed by thousands of af
tershocks. Geodetic measurements were being done by the Icelandic Energy Authority
at the time of the earthquake and repeated measurements begun on J une 5, 1998. The
data were processed by VICE.SI and NVI, using the IGS station in Reykjavik as a refer
ence station, and CODE orbits. That provided the surface displacements in the ITRF96
reference frarne.

The surface displacements have been usecl at IMOR.DG to construct a dislocation
model for the earthquake. The dislocation model is a rectangular fault with uniform
slip model in an elastic half-space. The best fit model found by nonlinear optimization
algorithm, is a vertical N-S fault with 30 cm right-lateral strike slip motion and 15 cm
clip-slip motion, down to west. The fault is about Il km lang, and extends from the
surface clown to about 2 km clepth. The location of the fault model fits well with the
location and focal mechanism of the main shock and locations of aftershocks, although
these are not used to constrain the mode!. The moclel fits about 96% of the data signal
(Figure 3).

The main shock ruptured a N-S structure, and could therefore be similar to historical
events that have occurred in the South Iceland seismic zone, where a M=( event is
currently anticipated. As there is no instrumental data for the large historical events
it is important to study these recent earthquakes, to bet ter understand the mechanism of
the larger events.

Preparations are ongoing for modelling near-field ground motions expected in large
South Iceland seismic zone earthquakes on basis of the result of the modelling above, on
basis of st rong motion records and recorcls of the SIL network for the earthquake of .J une
4, described above, and on basis of historical documentation of near-field destruction in
historical South Iceland seismic zone earthquakes.
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lI] Applying new methods using microearthquakes for monitoring crustal
instability

Investigation and 1110nitoring of stable/unstable fault moven1ents

Methods

The microearthquake analysis methoel which is useel consists of inversion for fault plane
solutions by use of speetraI amplitueles anel first motion directions [56, 50, 51] anel mul
tievent location baseel on high accuracy relative timing of the phase arrivals [.58]. Both
these algorithl11s are in routine use at the Icelanelic seismological network within the
PRENLAB-2 project. The multievent analysis ail11ing at inversion for the rock stress
tensor is eliscusseel in a later section.

The fault plane solutions elo not consist of a unique fault plane solution for each event,
but of a number of elifferent fault plane solutions consistent with the observeel speetraI
amplitueles and first motion directions. In aeldition each acceptable fault plane solution
consists of two possible fault planes orienteel such tInt the slip elirection on one of the
plane is normal to the other plane. Together this complicates the task to achieve a clear
picture of what crustal eleformation (fault movements) the microearthquakes are part of.

In a num ber of cases the relative locations of closely spaceel similar l11icroearthquakes
have shown that such events often are situateel on a plane which can be interpreteel as
the fault plane. This interpretat ion has also a sounel physical basis as a slip on part of
a fault will increase the instability at neighboui'ing areas if we have a rather similar rock
stress tensor over the fault prior to the slip.

The most simple interpretation of a group of microearthquakes is to look for mi
croearthquakes locateel along a plane anel having acceptable fault plane solutions where
one of its two possible fault planes coincieles with the spatial plane. If one also requires
that the slip elirections on the plane are similar the proeess may be useel to achieve a
single fault slip solution for each microearthquake on the plane. The range of acceptable
fault plane solutions has been reeluceel with no remaining ambiguity for the events of the
consistent group.

In practice one will expect complications as the range of acceptable fault plane solu
tions may be large anel random fits may occur. We will here give examples of multievent
microearthquake analysis where this proceelure for reelucing the al11biguity of the fault
plane solutions have been useel.

The microearthquakes of the example

In Figure 4 a map of the epicenters anel a elepth section of the hypocenters of a group
of events are shown. Also the map shows the elouble-couple source moment sensors of
the fault plane solutions. The events have been locateel with the l11ultievent location
algorithm baseel on relative timing of the arrivals. The figure inclueles 470 events eluring
November 13, 1998. The events are elistributeel with rms less than 800 m from a plane
striking N77°E elipping 87°. This group of events are mainly aftershocks to a ML=-5
earthquake. The ML values are in the range 0.-5-2.0 for most of the events.

Note that the horizon tal stress elirections are very consistent anel elominateel by SW-NE
compression. If we look on the source moment tensors along the elirection of compression
it can be seen that the events have a small normal faulting component in aelelition to the
generally elominating strike-slip companent.
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Figure 4. This figure ill-ustrates the double-couple source moment tensors of the fault plane
solutions. The representation is the same as in [57}, and the thick line shows
the subsidiary compression and the thin line shows the subsidiary extension. The
distribution of the horizontal compressions (the thick lines of the left map) are
shown in the small circle. The right part shows the unscaled frequency (number
of events), the left part is scaled according to seismic moment.
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Automatic relating of the earthquakes to inelivielual fractures

An automatic proceelure of grouping the events was applieel baseel on their locations (a
plane) anel the consistency of their acceptable fault plane solutiol1s (plane orientation
similar to the spatial plane anel similar slip elirections).

Of the 470 events within the group the automatic algorithm inciueleel 115 events within
15 groups. For each of these 115 events we tI1Lls have a proposeel unique fault plane.

These groups elefine a compliceteel set offractures with elefineel strikes anel elips. These
are inelentifieel with known fracture anel rift zone elirections on the surface.

Discussion of picture of the seismic activity given by the automatic grouping

The sizes of the fractures have typically elimensions of severai kilometers both laterally
anel vertically. The number of events on the same fracture is mostly only 6-9 anel the
estimateel fault raelii are mostly less than 200 m. As an sample in Figure 5 we see a
view of the earthquakes within the elominating W-E group. The events are fairly well
spreael over the fracture. The sizes are the real sizes as given by the corner frequency
estimates [50]. Even if the total number of events eluring this elay is 5 times more the
surfaces of the events will not cover the whole fracture area. The time oreler of the events
over the area is rather ranelom, not like a elomina game. Figure 6 shows the same events
as Figure .5 but now scaleel accoreling to slip size (the area of the event cireles are propar
tional to slip size). The conciusion is that the size of the seismic slip during this elay is
very unevenly elistributeel over this fracture anel that the activity starts at severai places
not neighbouring to each other.

Similarity to hydraulie fraeturing
If the pore pressure is increaseel in a rock mass the pore pressure will first incr'ease

along certain fractures with highest permeability. If there remains shear stress over this
fracture the pore pressure incr'ease will trigger seismic events at lockeel asperities. The
pore pressure will also inel'ease in fractures crossing the main fracture anel trigger slip on
those fractures. This activity is initially expecteel to occur elose to the first fracture anel
later spreael out.

The pattern we see here with a seismic activity spreael along a main fracture anel with
activity on crossing fractures is very similar to what can be observecI during hyelraulic
fracturing of rock masses through water injection. Thus it is possible that increase in
pore pressure is affecting the perioel of seismic activity.

Stable and unstable fault slip
The seismicity is the unstable slip on the fracture. Stable brittle slip is not seismiciy

observed but is a possible cause to seismie activity at different places over a fault area
within a short-time winelow. The reason is simple that if a fault starts to slip stably as a
whole it is likely that same asperities will remain lockeel, accumulate stress concentration
due to surraunding fault slip, and then break seismiciy when the stress is toa large. The
size of the slip elepenels then on the strength of the locked part. In Figure 6 showing
the peak slips of the events on the possibly primary fault there are three events having
significantly larger slip. The peak slips of those events are 3-7 mm. The first events on
this fracture have all small peak slips, less than l mm. Then the eleep 3 mm event appears
while smaller slip events continue to occur at "normal'l (4-7 km) depth. After 7 hours
the upper 3 mm event occurs anel after 10 hours the 7 mm event comes. This picture is
in reasonable agreement with what ane might expect if the fracture starteel to slip stably
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'indicate stable slip between the events.
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Figure 6. As Figlire 5 but now the events have been scaled according to slip size. The largest
slip is 7 mm, the next largest are amund 3 mm. The diameters of the event
"coins" are propartional to the slip size. Note that the three largest events (slips)
have very consistent slip d·irections. If the slip on this fault has been constant
over the whole area most of the slip must have been stable (non-seismic).

at the time of the main event. Possibly the deeper part has started to slip earlier or at a
higher rate.

It is of course not the purpose of this simple example to reach any conc!usion, the
reason of presenting this disCllssion is to indicate what eventually will come out if more
extensive and intensive analysis of this type continues in the area.

The assumption of a general stable slip process triggering seisrnic events at asperities
indicates that the stable slip over this single fracture during the day is at least 7 mm
which is the largest slip of a single event on the fracture. One must, however, remember
that it may be possible that the 7 mm event was already prestressed anc! was triggerec! by
a sl11aller stable slip. This is, however, s0l11ething that can be analyzed, a 7 mm movement
on a large fault area will affect the stability in its c!ose surraundings and can be expected
to be consistent with occurrences and mechanisl11s of the surraunding microearthquake.

The time developement of the slip sizes on the different fraetures
Only six of the 15 fracture groups contain events having peak slips exceeding 1.5 mm.

Of these 4 shows a rather strict decay of the slip sizes with the largest slips within 2 hours
of the rnain shock. One group has a rather irregular time c!evelopment with the largest
slip event about 5 hours after the main shock. This is ane of the N-S stri king fractures.
Only the largest group, 28 events on the W-E fracture, shows a rather clear increase in
the slip sizes with time and with the largest slip event at the encl of the day and at the
east end of the fault (east of the main event which is on a N-S fracture on the north side
of the W-E fracture).

The N-S group having an unclear slip development with time is far from vertical and
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is at the east end of the activity. It may be that this activity is affected by the possibly
increasing slip on the W-E fracture where the slip increases with time.

The activity prior to this day migrated from west along a \vestern extension of the
activity of Figure 4. Together with the indications that the W-E fault started to slip at
the time of the main event, it seems possible that the main event was associated with
same locking of the vV-E fracture of the 28 events.

Conciusions

There are severai indications that the automatic grouping of the events applied after
multievent location (based on relative timing) and after singleevent fault plane solutians
(based on spectral amplitudes and first motion directions) results in groups of events
associated with fractures that may be real. It is not possible to come to definite conciusions
from only one investigation of this type. The PRENLAB projects produce, however, much
more data, this example was based on only ane day of activity. As not only the grouping
algorithm is automatic, but also the fault plane solution algorithm and the multievent
algorithm there are no real problems to submit all data to such a detailed analysis as
given here. This little study is part of the preliminary work of how to implement this
multievent analysis to all data. The point is not whether the tentative possible results of
this example are true or not. The point is that studies like this do not demand a lot of
work. When all data are interpreted in this way it is likely that altogether the significance
will increase sa there will be obvious results and not only indications.

Although there seems to be no chaos among the small earthquakes (for instance the
very high horizontal stress consistency) the picture seems to be complicated as sa many
small fractures are involved. However, with use of computers the complexity is no real
problem as it easily can be handled.

The cOlning work will partly ga to develop the type of studies here to routine algo
rithms for analyzing all data, and partly to analyze the physical interaction of the different
fraeture slips. The hope is that the physical interaction will be of great help in reducing
the uncertainty of the tentative interpretations.

Speetrai amplitude correlation

Rather than only wOl'king with hypocenters of single earthquakes we chose to relate the
statistical analysis with stress tensors derived from number of microearthquakes limited
in time and space. Befare applying the stress tensor inversion we pre-process the dataset
to minimize the timejspace span but ensuring stable stress tensor solution. For this we
have developed a algorithm based on correlation of speetrai amplitudes. The SIL network
frequently records swarms of microearthquakes where the individual events in the swarm
occur very close to each other and often the events can be interpreted a.s occurring on the
same fault. Assuming that this interpretation is correct and that the events in the swarm
have similar slip directions, the radiation patterns from these events will be very similar.
We should thus be able to observe strongly correlated amplitude and polarity recordings
from the events in such a swarm.

yVe investigated amplitude recordings from a swarm of microearthquakes in Glfus in
SW Icelanel. Since the events were not always registered by the same number of stations,
or had the same number of phases registered at the stations, we picked out stations
anel phases common to the t\\"O events \Ve wanteel to compare. Shown in Figure 7 is a
comparison of four events. Each of the pillars in this figure are spectral amplitutes (DC
level) of P-raelial - P-vertical, SV and SH at 9 stations. Event number nine, in the lower
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right corner, is compared to itself and to events six to eight. For each event pair we sorted
the logarithm of com mon phases according to ascending order of event nine's amplitudes
and then plotted the two events common amplitudes next to each other. SilKe event nine
is compared to itself in the lower right the amplitude pairs are exactly the same height.
For the other three plots we see that the amplitude pairs are not identical but that there
is great similarity in the shapes of the amplitudes.

A cross-correlation algorithm was constructed which calculates the linear correlation
coefficient for all pairs of events in adataset. Only common amplitudes above the thresh
old are included in each correlation, and the logarithms of the amplitudes are used in
order to down weight the importance of the amplitudes at the closest station, which
would otherwise dominate the correlation.

Composite focal mechanisms

The groups obtained by the amplitude correlation contain closely located events with
very similar radiation patterns. This suggests that we could calculate a well constrained,
composite focal mechanism for the events by stacking amplitude and polarity observations.
The focal mechanism tIms obtained would give more accurate information about the nodal
plane orientations and slip directions, hmvever, the dynamical parameters would be a mere
average of the events in the group. We implemented an algorithm that normalizes the
amplitudes of the individual earthquakes to the median amplitude for the event. These
normalized amplitudes are then stacked, for each phase on all available stations, and the
the finalresult is renormalized with the median of the event medians. Polarities are
stacked at each station and the median polarity used as the correct one at the station. In
our test group the composite mechanism was calculated from amplitudes at 11 stations
and using seven polarities, to be compared to the individual events median of eight stations
and two polarities. This work is still in progress but preliminary results show tInt the
optimal fault plane solution obtained from the composite event show very good agreement
with the estimate of the fault plane orientation from relative location.

Preprocessing stress tensor inversion data

One of the purposes of the amplitude correlation method was to investigate the possibility
of reducing the number of similar events in our stress tensor inversion scheme [46]. Events
having very similar focal mechanisms do not contribute any independent information to
the stress tensor inversion and since the inversion is rather slow we would like to reduce
the number of events in each inversion as much as possible without affecting the result.
Amplitude correlation is one possible way of performing such a reduction. Figure 8 shows
the inversion results using all 100 events in the Olfus dataset in the upper section of the
figure. Below is the result obtained after removing 54 events considered similar by the
amplitude correlation algorithm. There were 6 groups of similar events, with a total of 60
events in the groups. We retained the event with the largest number of stations and phases
as the representative for each group. We see that there are more normal faulting stress
states after the reduction but tInt the overall stress state is rather similar to the inversjon
with all events. yVe aim toward a better match between the stress results obtained after
reduction with the original and we are in the process of investigating the use of composite
fault plane solutions as representatives of the groups and a more accurate calculation of
the confidence limits.
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[Il Shear-wave splitting to monitor in situ stress changes before earth
quakes and eruptions

Shear-wave splitting (seismic bi-refringence) is widely observed in all crustal rocks world
wide, whenever there are small earthquakes within the shear-wave window of seismic
stations [18, 19]. Causeel by stress-aligneel fluid-saturateel grain-boundary cracks and
pores, the microcracks are highly compliant to changes in stress, anel changes in shear
wave splitting have been seen before four earthquakes worIdwiele [18, 19]. These changes
are now seen routinely before earthquakes in the transform zone of the miel-Atlantic rielge
in SW Icelanel [22].

BJA Time delays (depth>5 km, Ioc errors<1. poI.12-72)
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Figure 9. Time-delays between split shea1'-waves in Band-l (middle cartoons) and Band-2
(upper cartoons) of the shear-wave window at station BlA for earthqllakes below
5 km-depth from lanuary 1, 1997, to December 1, 1999, normalized to ms/km,
and plotted against time. There are nine-point moving avemges throllgh the time
delays in both bands. Middle cartoons (Band-l) show least sqllares stmight-lines
beginning near minima of the nine-point avemge and ending at a larger earth
quake. Only reliable time-delays (errors less then 0.5 ms/km) are plotted and
error bars are derived from location errors less than 1 km. Lower cartoons are
earthqllakes (M? 2) within 20 km of the recording stations.

Figures 9 anel 10 shows changes in shear-wave splitting from Jamtary 1, 1997, to
December 1, 1999, at stations BJA and KRI in SW Icelanel. The time-e1elays between the
split shear-waves, normalizeel to ms/km, are shown in two baneIs. The mielelle eliagrams
show time-e1elays in Banel-1 [22]' which are sensitive to changes in crack aspect-ratios anel
it has been e1emonstrateel [19] that the immediate effect of increasing stress is to moelify
crack aspect-ratios. The upper eliagrams show time-delays in Banel-2 which are sensitive
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Figure 10.

to crack density. The lower diagrams show the magnitueles of earthquakes within 20 km
of the stations.

Both bands of time-elelays have nine-point mmring averages. The time-elelays in Banel
2 show no identifiable correlation with the earthquakes. The time-elelays in Banel-1 have
least-squares lines adeleel to elata where the averages show increases. These least-squares
lines begin just befare minima of the moving average and enel where there is a larger
earthquake nearby markeel below the eliagram. The first four increases at station BJA
show regular behaviour. It was recognizeel towards the end of October 1998 that another
increase had begun. This alloweel the successful stress-forecast of the time anel magnitude
of a M=5 earthquake on November 13, 1998 [21, 22] (see the exchange of emails between
UEDIN.DGG anel IMOR.DG listeel in Table 1).

Note that changes in shear-wave splitting ela not provide information about the loca
tion of the foreeast event, but IIvIOR.DG recognizeel continuing seismicity from a previous
event anel suggesteel correctly that the foreeast event woulel occur on a fault close to sta
tion BJA [22].

i\ote changes in Band-1 monitor the effect of changes of stress in microcrack geometry.
Stress changes befare volcanic events also effect shear-wave splitting. The overall elecline
in time-elelays in both baneIs at both stations fol1ows increases first identifieel befare the
Vatnajokull eruption, anel is believed to represent the aeljustment of the miel-Atlantic
rielge to the effect of the eruption.

In 1999, changes in shear-\vave splitting at BJA ela not show the previous regular
behaviour. This is believeel to be elue to volcanic activity at the volcano Katla which
erupteel in July 1999.

Time delays in Band-1 at station KRI show an exceptional1y large scatter but there
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October 27 UEDIN .DGG emails IMOR.DG reporting shear-wave time-delays
in Band-1 increasing from .l uly at stations BJA and KRI and
suggests: 1/ . there was an 80% chance of sornething signijicant..
happening somewhere between BJA and KRI within three month".I/*

October 28 UEDIN.DGG faxes data for BJA and KRI to IMOR.DG. IMOR.DG
suggests M=5.1 earthquake near BJA in .lune 1998 may be linked
to current increase in time-delays.

October 29 UEDIN .DGG lIpdates current interpretation and suggests: I/Shear-
wave splitting at both BJA and KRI indicate something is going to
happen soon, probably within a month . . 1/*

October 30 IMOR.DG sends notice to National Civil Defenee (NCD) in Reykja-
vik suggesting ameeting.

October 31 Faxes and emails updating information. UEDIN.DGG refines data
-November 4 and interpretation. IMOR.DG creates local geophysical and geo-

logical investigations.
November 5 IMOR.DG presents stress-forecast and other data from surrounding

area to scientific advisors of NCD, who concillde no further action
was required of them.

November 6-9 Exchange of various faxes and emails updating information and
interpretation.

November 10 UEDIN.DGG concludes: 1/ . . the last plot . . . is already very

dose to 10 ms/km. This means that an event could occur any time
between now (iVI? 5) and end of Febr'llary (M? 6) . ,,*

November 11 UEDIN.DGG faxes lIpdated data for KRI and BJA, with SAU nmv
also suggesting increasing time-delays from September.

November 13 IMOR.DG reports: 1/ . here lUas a magnit'llde 5 eaTthq'llake just
near to BJA (preliminary epicenter 2 km west of BJA) this morning
at 10:38 GiVIT. 1/*

Table 1. Timetable 1998, e-mails, facsimiles, and actions. *Quotations (I/italics 1/) are exact
texts from e-mails.

is consistent increase since December 1998. At one year, this is the longest duration of
increase yet observed in Iceland. Assuming that the impending event is close to station
KRI, and assuming linearity, the increase will reach the level of fracture-criticality (11
to 14 ms/km at BJA) between February and July 2000. Note, however, that linearity
cannot be assumed, neither can it be assumed that the increase is due to an impending
earthquake, and the size of a vo!canic event is probably not directly related to the duration
or rate of increasing time-delays. All we can suggest is that a big event (lVI?6 earthquake
or vo!canic eruption) is approaching. Since no clear evidence of an inCl'ease can be seen
at BJA or SAU this suggests that the event will be probably be at the west end of the
Reykjanes peninsula.

Note: Stress-forecasts using small earthquakes as a source of shear-waves can only
made in areas of exceptionally persistent small earthquakes. To stress-forecast earth
quakes elsewhere would require the development of stress-monitoring sites (SMSs) where
shear-wave splitting is monitored in cross-well seismics. This was first suggested in
1998 [17]. The recent commercialization of an effective shear-wave source no\\' allows
much cheaper borehole geometries [21], and the EC has recently funded the development
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of a SMS near Husavik on the Flatey-HLlsavfk fault in northern Icelanel [23].

[I] Borehole monitoring of fluid-rock interaction

In the framework of the PRENLAB projects, repeateclloggings are carriecl out to obtain
a time series of logs in the South Iceland seismic zone (SISZ) (Figure 11). An 1100 m deep
borehole (LL-03, "Nefsholt") insicle the zone (63.92°N, 20.41°W, 7 km south of the seismic
station SAU) is usecl and provides the unique opportunity to perform measurements much
nearer to earthquake sources than usual - the hypocenter clepths at that location range
between 6 ancl 9 km. Moreover , clata can be obtainecl for a elepth interval of more than
1000 m, uninfiuencecl by the seclimentary cover anc! less c!isturbeel by surface noise.

In the preparatory phase of an earthquake, stress accumulation is expectec! to be con
nectecl with the creation of borehole breakouts (BOs), changes in the number anel size
of cracks, a possible variation of the stress c!irection, etc. Therefore, the following set of
geoparameters is monitorec!:

• P-wave travel time.
• Electrical conc!uctivity.
• Stress information from borehole breakouts (orientation anc! size).
• Crack c!ensity.

This is achievec! by repeatec! logging with tools as:

• Sonic log (BCS).
• Gamma-ray (GR).
• Spectral gamma-ray (SGR).
• Dual inC!uction/latero log (DIL).
• Neutron-neutron log.
• 16 11

- anc! 64 11-resistivity log.
• Spontaneous potentiallog (SP).
• Four-arm-c!ipmeter (FED).
• Borehole televiewer (BHTV) .

The neutron-neutron log, the 16 11
_ anc! 64 11-resistivity log anc! the SP log are run with the

logging equipment of Icelanelic Energy Authority, the rest with the Halliburton logging
truck of GFZ.DR.DBL.

Investigations on the stress field in the 818Z:
Besic!es the repetition of logs in borehole LL-03 Nefsholt, we performecl single logging

campaigns at other boreholes to check the state of the regional stress fielc!. This is
important for two reasons:

• From the San Anc!reas fault we know that fault zones may be in a low stress state
between earthquakes, which gets visible through stress orientations perpenclicular
to the st rike-slip fault insteael of pointing at it unc!er an angle of 30° to 45°. To
c!etermine the present state of stress in the SISZ, it is important to see if there
are stress components, that are not perpenc!icular to existing faults ancl favour
earthquakes on them.

• The SISZ is no typical transform zone. Looking at the orientation of opening at
the ac!jacent rifts, one woulc! expect a left-Iateral strike-slip zone in roughly E-W
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direetion (NI03°E) to eonneet the Reykjanes rie!ge ane! the eastern vo!canie zone of
Ice[ane!. Instead earthquakes oeeur on en-eehelon N-S striking right-lateral faults.
Assuming an angle of 4.5° between the maximum horizonta! compressive stress ane!
the fault (as it is e!one eonstrueting fault plane solutions) both planes are equivalent.
From a rock meehanies point of view, expeeting an angle of about 30° between fault
anel maximum horizontal principal stress, the stress orientation at N-S striking faults
shoule! be N300E, comparee! to N600E at an E-W striking transform.

Well: Logged Interval with Total length Orientation Stanelare!
interval: BOs/vertica! of BOs/vertical ofaH: e!eviation:

fractures: fraetures:

BS-ll 703-1090 m 713-934 m 45.0 m fraet. N45°E-N900E -

LL-03 SO-1100 m 7S0-9S3 m 5.0 m Bas N300E 12°
THB-13 466-1225 m 925-941 m 3.5 m Bas N21°E 10°

Table 2. Stress orientations jound at SISZ jrom borehole televiewer logs.

Results:
The results can be summarizeel as follows:

• The repeatee! measurements of sonic P-wave veloeity and the latero log resistivity
show gooel repeatability.

• The repeatee! resistivity measurements with the dual induction log (deep anel mee!ium
penetration) showa change between the logging campaigns in September anel De
cember 1997. The values of voltage of the induction log with deep penetration
generally inereaseel and the values of the ine!uetion log with medium penetration
generally decreaseel. No correlation to any seismic activity or other observations
was found, so far. Investigations on possible reasons are still going on.

• The stress orientations found at all three locations are similar anel agree with a left
lateral strike-slip regime. They are not perpendicular to existing ruptures found
for large earthquakes in the SISZ and therefore indicate that the SISZ is not a
weak fault, as postulated for the San Anclreas fault. Borehole breakouts observed
in Nefsholt ane! pykkvibær show the maximum horizontal principal stress at an
azimuth of approximately NNE (N2l°E to N36°E) (Figure 12 and Table 2). The
elata obtained in Boomoosstaoir show an average e!irection of maximum prineipal
horizontal stress ENE (Figure 13 ane! Table 2). TIms, the elirection of maximum
principal horizontal stress, as foune! by the boreho[e televiewer elata, varies from
NNE (north of the SISZ, BS-ll) to ENE (south of the SISZ, THB-13). This NNE
variation is slight[y more than the stanelare! e!eviation. From a rock meehanics view,
the stress e!irections foune! at Nefsholt (LL-03) ane! Pykkvibær (THB-13) fit to N-S
striking faults, as they are foune! in the SISZ. On the other hanel, the orientation
of maximum horizontal principal stress foune! at Boom60sstaoir fits to the moe!el
of an E-W striking transform fault zone. Similar stress orientations have also been
foune! from fault plane solutions [60]. This was confirmeel when a mean orientation
of aH of N56°E e!erived from 1916 fault plane solutions quality selectee! from 4413
earthquakes in the SISZ during the years 199.5 to 1997 was founeI [3]. A NE-SW
orientation of aH was also the result of investigations on shear-wave splitting e!ue
to crustal stress anisotropy at four of six seismic stations in the SISZ [62].
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Figure 11. Map of Iceland showing the location of the site ofrepeated logging (Nefsholt) and
of the other borehoIes, where measurements have been performed. The box in SW
Iceland indicates the orientation and the length of the South 1celand seismie zone
(SISZ).
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Data Example from weU THB-13
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Figure 12. Example for the borehole breakouts found in Pykkvibær (THB 13) with two cross
sections. The two panels show the amplitude of the reflected signal (left) and the
radius calculated from the travel time (right), both unwrapped from Nover E,
S, W to N. Vertical axis: depth in meters. Breakouts appear as vertical bands
of low reflection amplitudes. Due to low reflection amplitude, the values for the
radius are often missing in these parts, resulting in black bands. In the two cross
sections, the black lines indicate the range in azimuth of the picked breakouts.
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Figure 13. Map of South leeland showing the stress orientations found at Nefsholt,
Pykkvibær and Boom6osstaoir.

[[] Aetive deformation determined from GPS and SAR

SAR interferometry study of the South Iceland seismie zone

The Hengill triple junction, at the western end of the South lceland seismie zone (SISZ),
exhibits the highest level of continuous seismicity in Iceland. In July 1994, an unusually
persistent swarm of earthquakes, with magnitude less than 4, continued through 1995 with
intermittent activity through 1999. This seismicity appears to be mechanically coupled
to the ongoing volcanic activity. To study this coupling, we measure crustal deformation
using interferometric analysis of synthetic aperture radar (INSAR) images acquired by
the Earth Resources Satellites ERS-1 and ERS-2 of the European Space Agency. This
technique provides dense ("-'IDO pixels/km 2

) spatial coverage and monthly sampling in the
summer months between 1993 and 1998. The resulting interference patterns show clear
fringes, even after foul' years, on the barren ground cover near the Hengill central volcano.
The radar coherence breaks down, however, in less than a month in the coastallowlands
containing most of the active faults of the SISZ. The principal signal in the interferograms
is a concentric pattern with radius of approximately 10 km, centered on Hr6mundartindur
volcano. These fringes indicate a relative shortening of the radar line-of-sight distance
(range) of approximately 1.5 cm/year. We intepret this signature as mostly vertical uplift
due to increasing pressure in a magma chamber at depth. To explain it, we employ a
simple "Mogi" model of a point source in an elastic half space. After estimating the four
parameters of this model for each of the 10 observed interferograms, we find that the rate
of uplift is constant, with an average value of 19±2 mm/year from 1993 through 1998.
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The best fitting moclels locate the point source at a clepth of 7±2 km clepth at 64.032°N
ancl 2l.213°W. The constant rate of vokanic cleformation contrasts markeclly with the
episoclic moment release by swarms or "crises" of earthquakes. To explain this contrast,
we propose that the ongoing vokanic activity increases the stress in the brittle country
rock. vVhen the stress reaches the Coulomb failure thresholcl, the rock breaks, rupturing
a fault ancl releasing the stress (Figure 14).

GPS measurements of absolute displacements

The work plannecl in this subproject changecl significantly in response to the enhancecl
earthquake activity at Hengill at the western encl of the SISZ. Rather than operating one
semi-continous GPS station, we participatecl in the installation of 4 continously recorcling
GPS stations in the Hengill area as clescribecl in Section l.

The planned static GPS measurements were also concentratecl on the Hengill area.
The static measurements have been coneluctecl at regular intervals of few months since
the beginning of the PRENLAB-2 project, anel these show the continueel expansion ancl
uplift of the area of the enhanceel earthquake activity [40].

PRENLAB-2 relateel work inclueles also static GPS measurements on the Reykjanes
peninsula in 1998, that shows how left-lateral shear is continuously accumulating across
the plate bounelary in South Icelanel [41]. A stuely has also been coneluctecl on how to
relate crustal uplift, to the volume of magma/gas accumulation at elepth in the crust [42].
This is consiclerable of interest for the activity at HengilI, as one must unelerstanel how to
relate the observeel crustal eleformation to changes that take place at eIeeper level in the
crust, e.g. magma accumulation.

Digitized fauIt m.ap

A eligitizeel fault map of the South Icelancl seismic zone is a prerequisite for ameaningful
interpretation of eleformations measureel by SAR anel GPS technology. Surface expressions
of seismogenic faults of the area have been mappeel in varying eletail eluring the last two
elecaeles, most extensively by stuelents in the Department of Geology anel Geography of
the University of Icela:.nel. It was elecieleel to gather this information anel assemble a
homogeneous map of the faults in eligital form. This task was approacheel in two steps:

• Fielcl work to fil! in the largest gap in the area, the Holt clistrict. This part of
the seismic zone is coverecl with loose material such as glacial moraines anel moors
as opposeel to postglacial lavas in most other parts. Surface faults ancl fraetures
are therefore poorly preserveel. The structures founeI were mappeel with elifferential
GPS instruments at a scale of 1:1000.

• Systematic mapping of faults of the whole zone from aerial photographs at a scale
of 1:50000 ancl cligitizing of the maps.

Achievell1ents

• Structure of the active faults ancl fault systems. The active faults of the seismic
zone are expresseel at the surface by arrays of en-echelon fractures. The fractures
themselves have a NNE to NE orientation. Most of the arrays, on the other hand,
have a N to NNE orientation. The en-echelon arrangement is therefore left-stepping
reflecting a large component of right-lateral horizontal shear movement along the
arrays. Evielence for faulting along the conjugate direction, i.e. left-lateral slip on
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Hengill Area

28 mm per fringe
Figure 14. Four interferograms of the Hengill area. Radar images were acquired by the ERS

1 and ERS-2 satellites from ESA. a) Orbit numbers 10761 and 1953 from August
1993 and September 1995. b) Orbit numbers 1953 and 11973 from September
1995 and August 1997. c) Orbit numbers 10761 and 11973 from August 1993
and August 1997. d) Orbit numbers 2454 and 17985 from October 1995 and
September 1998. One fringe in the interferogram represents 28 mm of range
change. The main signal is a 10 km circular fringe pattern interpreted as an
uplijt of the area due to a pressure increase in a magmatie source at depth.
The uplijt rate is constant with time with a value of ho/6. t = 1.9 cm/year. In
the four-year interferogram (c), up to 2 fringes are visible. The inferred uplijt
estimated from a Magi model during this interval is 7.5 cm.
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ENE striking faults, exists but is very rare. Individual fractures are either purely
extensional or have a component of right-lateral movement. Push-up structures are
frequently observed between the tips of adjacent fractures. These are hillocks of
different size, ranging between a few centimeters in height to a few meters. They
reflect horizontal compression in the direction of maximum compressive stress. The
en-echelon arrangement of fractures can be seen on many scales within the same
fracture system. Individual fractures ranging in length between l and 50 m may thus
form an array 100-200 m long. The arrays may then be arranged en-echelon within
a system on the scale of a kilometer. The kilometer sized systems may then again
be arranged en-echelon to form a super-system of 10 km length. Description and
maps of these structural relationships have been published in a series of papers [26,
27, 12, 30, 29] .

• Surface ruptures of the earthquakes of 1630 and 1784 identified. Contemporary
accounts of a large earthquake in the year 1630 mention ".. that large fissures were
formed where there hael been none before, in particular near the farm Minnivellir l' .

These fractures have been mappeel and founeI to belong to an extensive fracture
system with the typical structures of the st rike-slip faults of South Iceland. The
system is more than 7 km Iong and has a N-S orientation.

The earthquake of August 14, 1784, is considered to be the largest historical earth
quake in Iceland (M=7.1). !ts causative fault has been unknown except for the
general area. Contemporary accounts mention that large fisslIres were fOl'med in
the northern part of the Holt district. The largest fractures found in this part of the
seismic zone can be traced as a faint N-S system for a distance of 8 m. We assume
that this is the expression of the 1784 causative fault.

Maps of the 1630 and 1784 faults are presented at the spring meeting of the Geo
science Society of Iceland [43] and will be pllblisheel in apaper shortly.

• Digitized fault map. The compilation of fault data is in progress. Abollt 3/4 of the
area of the zone has been covered. Only the easternmost part is still to be elone.
This work has led to some new projects, including eletailed mapping offaults around
the towns of Selfoss and Hverageroi. The fault map of the South Iceland seismic
zone will be pllblished shortly with an accompanying paper.

@] Effeets of stress fields and crustal ftuids on the development and
sealing of seismogenic faults

Paleostress fields associated with the test areas from fault-slip data

Within PRENLAB-2 there has been a focus on the analysis of fault slip elata anel the
reconstruction of paleostress tensors on the Tj6rnes fracture zone (TFZ)(Figure 11).

Detaileel field observations in the Tj6rnes fracture zone and else\\'here show that major
fault zones consist of two main structural units: a fault core and a fault damage zone.
The core, "vhere most of the fault elisplacement is accommodated, consists mostly of
breccia and cataclastite; for major zones, it is commonly up to a fe\\" tens of metres thick.
On either side of the core is a elamage zone, as much as severai hundred meter thick.
The elamage zone includes numerous faults anel fractures, many of which are filled with
secondary minerals, but lacks large volumes of cataclastic rocks and breccia. A model is
being developed where eluring the interseismic period of an active fault zone, the fault core
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Figure 15. Synthesis of results in terms of natures and orientations of the eight main tec
tonic regimes identified in Flateyjarskagi. Divergent arrows: average trends of
extension (s3 axes), for S- and N-type regimes. Convergent arrows: average
trends of compression (sl axes), for S-type regimes. Thick line: N12f? E trend
of right-lateral transform fault zone.

normally behaves as a porous medium with a very low hydraulic conductivity whereas the
damage zone behaves as a parallel-fractured medium with a normal hydraulic conductivity
many orders of a magnitude higher than that of the interseismic core.

Collection of more than 1300 fault slip data in 20 sites and determination of paleostress
tensors in Flateyjarskagi in the Tjornes fracture zone (Figure 17) allowed us to identify
eight major brittle tectonic regimes (Figures 15 and 16) arbitrarily named Sl, S2, S3 and
S4 (strike slip in type) and NI, N2, N3 and N4 (normal in type). Frequent contradietions
in this relative chronology data suggest that these tectonic states alternated in a complex
manner. These eight regimes can be arranged two by two (normal and strike-slip regimes
with a same direction of S3). They have not the same importance in terms of numbers
of sites and data. The tectonic regimes S3, S4, N3 and N4 are widespread. The main
couple, S3-N3, indicates a N95°E trending extension on average. The second couple,
S4-N4, indicates a N35°E trending extension on average. The two other couples, less
important, Sl-NI and S2-N2 are related to N1300E and N175°E trending extensions on
average, respectively. For each couple, the relationships Si-Ni involves simple permutation
sl/s2 (Figure 15).

Considering the geometrical relationships between the directions of two major groups.
Each group countains dominating S-type and N-type regimes, consistent with right-lateral
transform motion, but also minor S-type and N-type compatible with left-Iateral motion.
One group is constituted by S3-N3 and S2-N2, the other one by S4-N4 and Sl-NI. The
dominating couple S3-N3 shows an angle of 25° between the trend of extension (s3) and of
the Flatey segment of the transform zone. This behaviour of the transform zone reflects
moderate mechanical coupling. In contrast, the couple S4-N4 shows an angle of 85°
between extension and the transform direction (Figure 16).

This behaviour of the transform zone indicates very low mechanical coupling. The
reversed regimes (Sl-NI and S2-N2) have little expression except near the transform,
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Figure 16. lnterpretation of the Flateyjarskagi results, in terms of variable coupling near
a transform zone. Moderate coupling on left, very low coupling on right. (a)
groups of tectonic regimes. (b) schematic pattern of minimum stress trajectories
(thin lines) around oblique transform fault zone (thick line).
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where large c!eformation oeeurec!. The c!rastie reversal sl/s3 relative to the C!ominating
stress regimes S3 and S-1 and the minor ones S2 anc! Sl, respeetively, prabably results
from elastie rebounc!, fault block aeeommoc!ation and magmatie injection phenomena.
Variations in meehanieal coupling aeerass the Tjornes fracture zone are the major source
of the variations in the nature anc! orientation of tectonie regimes. Evielences for inter
mec!iate situations are few, suggesting that changes in coupling were abrupt rather than
progressive [l, 10].

The work on the South IcelanC! seismie zone, carrieel out C!uring the PRENLAB-l
project has been completed anc! some papers have been publishec! [6, I, 10]. A comparisan
between the geometrica! patterns anc! the stress fielc!s of the South Icelanel seismic zone
and the Tjornes fracture zone has been carriec! out, basec! on the results obtainec! in the
PRENLAB-l anc! PRENLAB-2 projects [10].

Reconstruet the current stress fields associated with the test areas applying
inversion of large sets of focal mechanisms of earthquakes

We inversed of large population of earthquake focal mechanisms to c!erive the regional
seismotectonic fielc!. yVe studiec! a population of 48669 c!ouble-couple focal mechanisms of
earthquakes, from 67717 events as evaluatec! by IMOR.DG eluring the years 199,5 to 1997.
lVlagnitudes range between -1.8 anel 4.8. The purpose of this stuely was to c!etermine
whether such a large mass of elata has the potential to indicate the general tectonic fiekl.
Many reasons suggestec! that this may be not the case: uncertainties of c!eterminations,
perturbations in tectonic regimes, and sa on.

yVe considered two zones surrounc!ing the major transform-rift zones north anc! south
of Iceland: the Tjornes quadrangle (66°-67°N, l6.,5°-19.7,5°W) and the South IcelanC!
seismie zone (SISZ) quadrangle (63.JO-64.2.5°N, 19.8°-21.1°W). Inversion was carried out
basec! on a new direct method established during the PRENLAB-l project, using 10,547
and 4413 elouble-couple focal mechanisms in these two quadrangles respectively.

In both cases, the reconstructed s2 axes plunge 78° or steeper, indicating dominating
strike-slip mode. The average direction of extension (s3 trend) is N66°E for the Tjornes
quadrangle and N143°E for the SISZ ane. Seleeting only the data fit significant quality
requirements results in no or little dunge, with N66°E and N146°E trend respectively:
9831 and 1916 mechanisms are tims retainec! respectively. This stability of the inversion
inc!icates that the resuls are significant. The ratio F between principal stress c!ifferences
average 0.6-0.7, inc!icating that in terms of magnitudes, s2 is c!oser to sl than to s3. This
is consistent with the association of normal and st rike-slip faulting moeles.

Considering the general trend of plate separation anel relateel extension in Icelanel,
that is, Nl04°E, these results in the main zones where transform faulting occurs north
anel south of the Icelandic rift (right-lateral and left-Iateral respectively) are of partiell lar
interest. To the north, the trend of average extension is deviated counterc!ockwise of 38°.
To the south, it is eleviateel dockwise of 42°. These deviations are in perfect agreement
with the pattern of transform motions between the segments of the North-Atlantic oceanic
spreaeling axis [2, 3].

Geodetic analysis of present day crustal displacements

The Tjornes GPS Network (TGN) (Figure 17) consists of about 45 sites distributeel in
the northern Iceland seismie zone.

It completes the geoc!etic networks already instal1eel over the whole IcelanC! at a smaller
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Figure 17. The Tjornes GPS network in northern Iceland. The H'lisavik-Flatey WNW-ESE
transversal fault zone and its conection to the N-S oriented rift zones are shown.
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Figure 18. 1995-1997 displacements computed from GPS observations on the TGN net

work !44].

seale. The TGN has been designed to measure the surfaee displaeement field on eaeh side
of the H6savfk-Flatey fault (HFF). It has been done in order to estimate if there are
loeked fault segments in the area and who these segments ean eontribute to inerease the
seismic risk. 32 points have been measured both in 1995 and 1997 [44].

The 1995-1997 velocities (Figure 18) have been eomputed by reference to a point 10
eated in the southern part of the network. All vectors are signifieant at a 95% eonfidenee
level [44]. Two tendencies ean be distinguished on the Tj6rnes peninsula: eastward veloci
ties reaching 13 mm/year for the most northern points of the peninsula and NNE velocities
up to 15 mm/year for the points loeated on both sides of the HFF. Displacements to the
east have been computed for the points located in the fissure swarms. Points on Flateyjar
dalur move to the north. The point on the Flatey Island reveals a large displaeement to
the NE that eould be due to a loeal instability. The assumption of an interseismie strain
has been tested by using a simple dislocation mode!. This model assumes that aset
of buried planar fault surfaces are locked above a given depth and affected by uniform
aseismic creep below this depth. In order to determine this brittle/ductile transition we
used the microseismieity recorded by the SIL network from 1995 to 1997. We assume that
most earthquakes are localized in the brittle erust. TIms gives us a limit at a 10 km depth
in average. We founded a solution that minimizes the differenees between simulated and
observed velocities [44].
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Figure 19. Model of fault pattern and present day aetivity for the transform zone in North
Ieeland. White boxes indieates the limit of the faults at depth; red boxes give the
strike-slip veloeity and pink boxes indieate the apening veloeity for eaeh fault UH
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The moelel (Figure 19) assurnes: (l) a e1yke apening of 20 mm/year affecting al! the
brittle crust along the Kolbeinsey rielge; (2) twa elyke apenings of 30 mmjyear anel 20
mmjyear respectively along the Krafta anel Peistareykir fissure swarms; (3) a dextral
strike slip fault striking N1000E between the twa previous rift segments with a velocity
of 50 mm/year belO\,v a elepth of 10 km anel completely locked above the brittle/ductile
transition; (4) a 15 mm/year apening zone striking N1400E south of the HFF; (5) a fault
along the Grfmsey lineament with both a 15 mmjyear apening and 20 mm/year e1extral
strike-slip movements. In addition small wavelength tendencies has been adjusted by
superficial faults. This model based on aur 199·5-1997 TGN comparisan revealed extension
and strike slip movements 3 to 4 times larger than the average velocity. The transform
motion is locked on a large (150x10 km) fault surface and this represents the main risk for
destructive earthquakes in the near future. From a mechanical point of view, the lockage
coulel be due to the increase of normal stress on this surface following the double opening
north anel south of the fault zone.

Investigation of the potential effects of fluid pressure on the probability of
faulting

Studies of the aspect ratios of nearly 400 mineral-filled veins in the on-land parts of the
HLIsavfk-Flatey fault on the Flateyjarskagi peninsula have been carrieel out. They indicate
that the average fluid overpressure with reference to the minimum compressive principal
stress, at the time of vein emplacement, was around 20 MPa [32]-. In the current modelon
fluiel transport along fault zones, it is proposed that during transport of overpressured flu
icls, such as are commonly associated with seismogenic faulting, the hydraulic conductivity
of the damage zone can greatly increase. An overpressured fluid increases the apertures
of the fractures constituting the network of the damage zone, and as a consequence the
volumetric flow rate can, temporarily, be severai hundred times greater than during fluid
ftow under hydrostatic pressure. Similarly, during periods of seismogenic faulting along
the core, its hydraulic conductivity, and the associated transmissivity (conductivity times
core thickness), may increase by many orelers of a magnitude. As an example, a single
fault plane along the core with an aperture of only 0.1-1 mm can transmit many hundred
to many hundred thousand times more water than a porous fault core, tens of meter thick
and with high values of hydraulic conductivity [33, 37]. This moelel may partly account
for the great volumes of water that are commonly inferred or observeel to be transporteel
eluring seismic activity in large-scale fault zones. The locking of the HLIsavfk-Flatey fault
as a result of dyke injection in the Krafla vo1canic system in early 1976 has also been
proposeel, anel that since this time the fault has been graelually unlocking, particularly
after the M=5.5 earthquake in 1994 [36]. It has also been suggested that the 27 km lang
feeder dyke of the Laki 1783 eruption increaseel shear stress in the South leelanel seismic
zone anel almost certainly triggereel the largest (M=7.1 in 1784) historical earthquake in
that zone [36].

Detailed analysis of the Tjornes fracture zone test site and its vicinity

The Krafta fissure swarm (KFS) has been very active eluring the last rifting episode (1975
1984). This 80 km lang anel 10 km wiele swarm inc1udes numeraus tension fractures anel
normal faults. Most of them has been reactivateel during the last vo1cano-tectonic episoele.
Part of them elongateel anel we noticeel the creation of new fissures. A complete mapping
of the swarm befare and after the rifting episoele has been maele from aerial photos [64].
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If we assurne tint the deformation along a transverse section increases with the number
of fractures encountered through the section we observe an evolution of the dilation along
the swarm strike. This could be related to an unique dyke present at a small depth which
controlled the surfa,ce fracturing [64]. A comparison between the two mapped states (1960
and 1990) permits us to distinguish between reactivated and new fractures. We assurne
that the growth process has not changed silKe the swarm created a limited number « 10)
of tectonic episodes occurring on the KFS [64J. This implies that the vo!canic episodes
are not necessary associated with dilation along the whole swarm.

The Peistareykir swarm (TFS) lies 20 km west of the Krafla fissure swarm and is
connected with the transform zone in its northern ene!. A complete mapping of the fissure
swarm has also been made from aerial photos. The western boundary faults consist in high
scarps where both active normal and st rike slip faulting has been characterized during
the 1998 field trip. In addition displacement profiles has been measured by kinematic
GPS on a set of 8 en-echelon normal faults just where the H(lsavik fault meets the TFS.
No clear evie!ence for a continuation at depth of the H([savik lineament can be found on
these profiles.

AnaIyzing the fraeture properties of IceIandic rock in the laboratory and to
luake theoretical, observational and experimental studies on the sealing of
seisrn.ogenic faults with application to the test areas in Iceland

Tha main objective of this work was to determine the range of temperature, pressure and
e!amage cone!itions in the crust under which rocks will fracture in a brittle-elastic manner.
In order to achieve that objective, we have designed ane! constructed an apparatus for
the measurement of rock fracture properties at high temperatures and pressures, and
performed a series of experiments to measure rock fracture and fluid transport properties.

yVe have designee! and manufactured an environmental cell for the measurement of
fracture mechanics parameters under high-temperaturejhigh-pressure conditions. The
design conditions are: (i) confining pressure up to 70MPa, (ii) temperature up to 450°C,
and (iii) water as the confiningjpore fluid. Due to the highly corrosive nature water under
these conditions, it was necessary to manufacture the cell and all its internal companents
from Hastalloy C (a high-strength nicl~el alloy developed by the US Navy). The cell has
an outsiele diameter of 170 mm anel an internal bore of 100 mm.

The cell is designed to take 60 mm diameter IIshort-roel ll fracture mechanics specimens,
manufactured to the stanelard ISRM geometry. Sample are heated by a fixed internal
element, anel are loaded to failure in tension by means of a small internal hydraulic
actuator.

Starting material

Most of the measurements reporteel here were maele on samples of a macroscopically
isotropic basalt collecteel from a roaelstone quarry located southeast of Reykjavik, Ice
land. Microscopically it has an aphyric texture, comprising euheelral laths of unaltereel
plagioclase averaging 0.2 mm in length, anel anheelral augite microphenocrysts averaging
O.l mm in diameter, with accessory anheelral oxieles up to O.l mm in eliameter. No free
quartz was visible under either optical or SEM microscopy.

Changes and evolution of rock physical properties with temperature

In oreler to better interpret results from experiments conducted at high temperatures,
we have first maele measurements at room temperature on samples that have previously
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been heat-treated to temperatures up to a maximum of 900°C in order to induce thermal
crack damage. Thermal cracking can occur due both to thermal expansion mismatch
between different mineral phases, anel to thermal expansion anisotropy within a single
mineral phase. In a shallow crustal environment where the geothermal graelient is anoma
lously high, such as in ~celand, thermal stresses may well be large enough to induce such
fraeturing. Furthermor,e, where enough fractures propagate anel link up to proviele an
interconnecteel network, they can proviele permeable pathways for fluiel flow which can in
turn leael to embrittlement anel weakening of the rock.

All samples were heated in a tube furnace to the desired temperature at a controlleel
rate of 1°C/min, then helel at that temperature for one hour, before cooling to ambient
temperature at the same rate. This rate results in a temperature graelient across the
sample of less than 1°C/cm, which is too low to cause any cracking elue to thermal
graelient stresses.

Thermal cracking in the basalt was monitored by measuring the compressional (P) and
shear (S) wave velocities through the samples both prior to and following heat-treatment,
anel the results are shown in Figure 20.

Note that both P-wave and S-wave velocities remain essentially constant up to 400°C,
with values of about 5.3 km/s anel 3.0 km/s respectively. For higher temperatures the
velocities elecrease rapielly, so that by SOO°C they have elecreaseel to about 3.4 km/s anel
2.2 km/s respectively.

Fraeture toughness of heat-treateel Icelanelic basalt

\Ve have also performeel a series of fraeture toughness measurements on heat-treated
60 mm diameter short-roel speeimens of Icelanelic basalt using the ISRM recommended
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Figure 21. Variation in tensile fraeture toughness for lcelandic basalt.

methodology. The results are presented in Figure 21.
l

The fraeture toughness value of 2.71 j\;[Palm 2 for the samples that were not heat-
treated compares well with previously published data for very similar materials [47]. The
fraeture toughness remains essentially constant up to 400°C, but there is then a very rapid
decrease in fracture resistance between 400°C and 600°C, with relatively little change
between 600°C and the highest heat-treatment temperature of 900°C. This pattern of
behaviour is entirely consistent with the wave velocity data. These experiments were
conducted in air with rapid loading, so that environmentally-assisted subcritical crack
growth was not a significant factor. Any reduction of fracture resistance must, therefore,
be due to changes in the microstructure of the rock due to thermal cracking.

YVe have observed very similar trends in measurements of the indirect Brazilian tensile
strength and Young's modulus for heat-treated basalt samples. These other results are
not reported here due to space constraints.

Crack linkage and enhanced fluid permeability in heat-treated Icelandic basalt

In these experiments, the fluid permeability of basalt samples 40 mm in diameter by 40
mm in length were measured both prior to and following heat-treatment. All permeability
measurements were carried out using a new wide-range permeameter system that makes
use of two servo-controlled fluid pressure intensifiers to enable permeabilities from l darcy
to lower than l nanodarcy to be measured, using water as the pore fluid. The mean per
meability of the basalt prior to heat-treatment (kO) was 9.4 nanodarcy (9A·lO-21 m 2), and
the change in normalized permeability (k/kO) as a function of heat-treatment temperature
is plotted on Figure 22.

Similar to the previous results, the normalized permeability remained essentially con
stant after heat treatment to temperatures up to 300°C, and showed only a slight increase
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Figure 22. Increase in basalt permeability as a function of heat-treatment temperature.

after treatment to 400°C. At higher temperatures, hmvever, the normalized permeability
changed dramatically, increasing by an order of magnitllde at 700°C and by a factor of
40 by 800°C.

It is clear that sllch a large inCl'ease in permeability is lInlikely to reslilt merely from
the increase in the nllmber or size of thermally-indllced cracks. Note, for example that
over the same temperature interval the rock strength (as measllred by fracture toughness
and Brazilian tensile strength) decreased by only about 30%, We believe, therefore, that
these permeability reslilts show the profound effect of crack linkage processes above same
percolation threshold to form extensive sample-spanning permeable pathways for fluid
flow. .

Due to the high teinperature gradient and low lithostatic stress, thermal cracking
may be an important process in contraIling fracture in Icelandic crust. In the absence
of confining stress, such cracking starts in the temperature range 300°C to 400°C in
fresh basalt. This leads to significant decrease in mechanical strength and resistance to
crack propagation at higher temperatures. Thermal cracking also leads to increased fluid
permeability above about 300°C, with the permeability increasing very non-linearly with
temperature. The deCl'ease observed in rock strength is likely to be considerably enhanced
by the presence of a chemically active pore fluid (e.g. water) l especially when its activity
is increased by elevated temperatures.

In the next phase of the project, we will measure the same key parameters under
elevated temperature and pressure, and modify aur experimental apparatus for the mea
surement of compressional and extensional strength.
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[1] Theoretical analysis of faulting and earthquake processes

7a Ridge-fault interaction in Iceland employing crack mo dels in hetero
geneous n1edia

Magm.a upwelling as driving rnechanism for the stress build-up in the elastie
lithosphere

Tensile cracks are often employed to model magma migration in rift zones or within
vo1canic edifices, through lateral or feeding dykes. In a crack model, the overpressure
of magma !::lp with respect to the horizontal stress in the host rock, is assumed to be
responsible for dyke opening and propagation. Most crack models of dykes have been
developed so far in homogeneous media. The most simple heterogeneous medium has
been considered, made up of two welded half-spaces, characterized by different elastie
parameters. The analytieal solutions available for the elementary dislocation problem in
such a medium [13] has been employed to set up an integral equation with generalized
Cauchy kernel, representing the condition for statie equilibrium. The unknown in such a
problem is the dislocation density distribution, whose singular behaviour has been studied
near the crack tips and near the intersection. with the interface between the two media.
When the crack is in half-space l but touches the interface, the order of singularity of
the dislocation density distribution at the interface changes from the ciassical behaviour
rov 7,-1/2 to rov 7,-b (where l' is the distance from the interface) and the order of infinity
b is obtained solving a trascendental compatibility equation; some results are shown in
Table 3.

co

0.255
10

0.312
5

0.352
2

0.430
1

0.500
0.5

0.576
0.2

0.678

10 1

0.752

Table 3. Crack touching the interface.

A crack crossing the interface z = O between the two half-spaces with rigidities III

(in z > O) and fl2 (in z < O) has been considered in detail. A system of generalizeel
Cauchy equations is obtaineel, which is solved for the elislocation density elistributions of
each crack section. An internal singularity in the dislocation density distribution appears
at the intersection between the crack plane and the interface. This singularity is again of
the type is r- b on both sides of the interface and its order b depends only upon the elastie
parameters of the meelia in weleled contact and the ratio between the crack lengths in the
two half-spaces (see Table 4). More specifically, the oreler b does not elepenel on the stress
elrop.

1
O

0.5
0.030

0.1
0.170

0.05
0.208

0.001
0.245

Table 4. Crack crossing the interface.

Crack ineluceel stress components are plotted in Figure 23, assuming a 5 MPa over
pressure within the crack. From a comparison with solutions pertinent to a homogeneous
meelium, it appears that layering can be responsible of stress changes, localized along the
the interface, which rnay be consielerably higher than the overpressure within the dyke.
These results proviele useful hints for the interpretation of induceel seismicity in rift zones
and in vo1canic areas. [14]
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Figure 23. Stress components induced by rijting in proximity of a structural discontinuity.

Space-time evolution of the stress field fol1owing earthquakes and episodes of
magma upwelling

Mechanical effects left by an earthquake on its fault plane, in the post-seismic phase,
are investigated employing the "displacement discontinuity method" and imposing the
release of a constant, uni-directional shear traction. Due to unsymmetric interaction
between the fault plane and the free surface, significant normal stress components are left
over the shal!ow portion of the fault surface after the earthquake (Figure 24) these are
compressive for normal faults, tensile for thrust faults, and are typical!y comparable to
the stress drap.

In Figure 24 the s-axis is along the strike of the fault, the d-axis is along the dip
(positive upwards). Severai observations can be explained from the present model: low
dip thrust faults and high-dip normal faults are found to be favoured, according to the
Coulomb failure criterion, in repetitive earthquake cycles; the shape of dip-slip faults near
the surface is predicted to be upward-concave; the shal!ow aftershock activity commonly
observed in the hanging block of a thrust event is easily explained. Detailed results are
reported in [15].

Effects of structural inhomogeneities on the stress and displacement fields induced
by strike-slip faults in layered media is presently under study. An elastic medium is
considered, made up of an upper layer bounded by a free surface and welded to a lower
half-space characterized by different elastic parameters. The case of a strike-slip fault
crassing the interface between two elastic media is particularly interesting. The dislocation
density distribution is found to be affected by a jump discontinuity at the interface, which
is responsible for inducing high concentrations of deviatoric stress, not only in proximity of
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Figure 25. Displacement at the free surface after a strike-slip event with ltniform stress
drap: layered half-space salutions are shown as solid lines, homageneous half
space soltttions as dash ed lines.

fault eclges, but also along the interface where it may be even higher than the stress drap
on the fault plane. The displacement fielcl observable over the ground surface (Figure 25)
is found to be strongly affected by the presence of a soft sedimentary layer (with rigidity

/l2 ~ Ild·
In Figure 25 the soliclline shows the surface clisplacement incluced by strike-slip fault-

ing at clepth greater than cl = 2 km, computed in the heterogeneous meclium, the clashecl
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Figure 26. Open fractures (O.F.) angles predicted from the combined effect of the main
fault rupture and secondary fault (S.F.) rupture along the strike direction. The
observed range and relative frequency of O.F. angles is shown shaded [12}. If
the friction coefficient f varies between 0.2 and 1.5 predicted O.F. angles vary
within the circular sectors contoured in black. Solid lines in panel (a) represent
the angle expected for O.F. belonging to dextral arrays. Dashed lines in panel
(b) represents the angle expected for O.F. belonging to sinistral arrays. In both
panels, longer lines indicate the predicted mixed-mode O.F. trends, while shorter
lines indicate pure tensile trends. Mixed-mode O.F. are assumed to share the
same style of faulting (sinistral or dextral) with the array to which they belong.
The dotted lines indicate 22.5°,45°,67.5° directions (for reference). Coloured
lines refer to particular friction values (indicated). Friction increases as indi
cated by the red arrow.

line show computation in ahomogeneous half-space. It appears from panel (b) that esti
mates of d and 6.a derived from geodetic observations can be severely biased if structural
heterogeneities are not taken into account. A paper is in preparation.

Secondary earthquake fraetures generated by a strike-slip fault in the South
Iceland seismie zone

This task was included in the PRENLAB-1 workprogramme and was not originally in
cluded within the PRENLAB-2 workprogramme. The latest developments of this topic,
however, lead us to include the main results in the present report. Most earthquakes in
the South Iceland seismie zone occur on N-S trending dextral strike-slip faults. The result
ing rupture zones display complex en-echelon patterns of secondary structures including
NNE-trending arrays of (mostly) NE-trending apen fractures (a.F.) and hillocks.

Three spatial scales characterize the surface faulting pattern: the length of the main
fault (M.F. ""104 m), the arrays here interpreted as surface evidence of secondary faults
(""102 m) and the individual O.F.(""10 m). In order to improve aur understanding of the
genetie relationship between the a.F. and the M.F. we computed the stress field induced
by slip on a buried M.F. using a dislocation model in a layered half-space: the fault surface
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is assumed to be embedded in the basement rock, topped by a safter near-surface layer.
The a.F. were preliminarily considered as pure mode-1 cracks apening in the near surface
layer in the direction of the maximum (tensile) principal stress. Alternatively, secondary
fractures were interpreted, as mixed-mode cracks, slipping at depth as shear cracks and
apening near the surface due to low confining pressure. The Coulomb failure function
after the earthquake (obtained summing the !\tLF. stress change and the lithostatie stress)
suggests that secondary faulting (S.F.) can be expected to occur in respanse to the main
rupture below the upper soft layer down to few hundreds of meter depth. The total stress
change induced by the !\tLF. and the S.F. (of smaller scale) is shown to yield quantitative
explanations of the complex geometry observed in the fault region in terms of simple
frictionallaws and friction coefficients very close to those measured in the lab (Figure 26).
Detailed results are reported in [.5].

7b Modelling of the earthquake related space-time behaviour of the
stress fieid in the fault system of southern leeland

The work described here is a direct continuation of work carried out during the last part
of PRENLAB-l, to obtain forward models of the stress field and stress changes in the
Sauth Iceland seismie zone (S1SZ).

The target is to model the space-time development of the stress field using data on
strain and stress changes from the other experiments and from databases.

Twa models viere prepared during PRENLAB-l:

• A model of the South Iceland seismie zone and the adjacent part of the eastern
volcanic zone.

• Ascheme comprising the main ridge parts on Iceland and the North Atlantic ridge
to the north and to the south of the island, including both faults and the load due
to Katla and Hekla volcanoes.

It was modelled:

• The changes in crustal strain and stress due to earthquakes and aseismic movement
in the fault system of the South Iceland seismic zone.

• The interaction of faults.

• The mutual infiuence between volcanic and earthquake activity, e.g. magmatic up
welling and shearing at fault zones.

The model for the earthquake sequence at the SISZ

The main features of the model applied in PRENLAB-l are described here to ease com
parison with the new results:

The method

The fon,vard modelling of stress fields is done by applying statie dislocation theory to
geodetic data and data obtained through the seismic moments from seismograms. It al
lows to calculate displacements, strain and stresses due to double-couple and extensional
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sourees in layereel elastie anel ine!astie earth strllctmes. Besieles the ehange in elisplaee
ment eluring the event, the ehanges eauseel by the movement of plates are inclueleel (for
further eletails see e.g. [49]).

USlially, for earthquake hazarel estimation, the loeation, magnituele anel statistieally
estimateel reeurrenee perioel of former events is useel. To improve this, here the rupture
length anel wielth as well as the tectonie setting anel the erustal eleformation rates are
eonsielereel while eakulating the spaee-time elevelopment of the stress fielel.

The targets

In general, with these moelels, the subprojeet aims:

• To aehieve a bet ter unelerstaneling of the elistribution of seismicity 111 spaee anel
time, its c1l1stering anel migration in Icelanel.

• To proviele moelels for the joint interpretation of the elata gathereel in the whole
researeh programrne, of whieh this is one part.

• To compare moelels of stress fielels at SISZ to those for stress fielels in other regions,
e.g. the North Anatolian fault zone.

• To make a eontriblltion to the intermeeliate-term earthquake preelietion in this pop
ulateel anel eeonomieally important region of Icelanel.

The teetonie setting

The SISZ is situateel between two seetions of the miel-Atlantie rielge, the Reykjanes rielge
(RR) anel the eastern vokanie zone (EVZ). Even though the angle between the SISZ anel
the neighboming rielges is far from 90°, it is eonsielereel as a transform fault. Following
the transform fault hypothesis, left-Iateral shear stress is expeeteel along the E-W striking
zone. This is equivalent to right-lateral shear stress with N-S orientation. In faet, earth
quakes seem to oeem 9.11 N-S treneling en-eehelon faults ( [26, 38] anel fmther referenees
there) . They are loeateel siele by siele between the Hengill triple junetion, where the RR
meets the low aetivity western vokanie zone (WVZ) anel Hekla vokano, a part of the
EVZ [26] (Figure 27). As we further know from Seetions 4 anel 5, the orientation of the
larger horizontal prineipal stress is NE-SW, i.e. fits to an aetive N-S or E-W treneling ,
fault, whieh is not a weak falilt like the San Anelreas fault, anel the stress orientation
seems to be eonstant sinee Plioeene time.
In eletail, the questions to be solved are:

• Do these events, plaeeel on paralleI faults, release all the energy storeel in the 3-D
volurne of the SISZ?

• Do the earthquakes alvvays take plaee in areas of high stress?

• What is the eritieal stress level? How large is its variability?

• Where are the highest stresses nowaelays?

The area investigateel extenels from 18 to 24°W anel from 63 to 6.5°N. The origin is
set to 24°W, 64°N (ef. Figure 28) it inclueles the SISZ, ±1° north anel south of 64°N, the
SW eelge of the EVZ, anel the north eastern most part of RR.
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Figure 27. The South Ieeland seismie zone showing mapped sm/aee breaks and regions in
whieh over half of the buildings were destroyed in historie seismie events {26}.
The N-S dash ed line near Vatnafjoll indieates the estimated loeation of the fault
on whieh the M ay 25, 1987, earthquake oeeurred {11). For the struetural features
and the eoastline see {28}.
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The initial stress fielc!

The initial stress fielcl is c!eterminec! as follows: A tensional stress acting NI0:3°E (neady
parallei to the SISZ [24]) is assumec!, due to ric!ge push or basal drag of the adjacent
plates. This rifting induces shear stresses in the region of the transform fault. The stress
magnituc!e, which is unknown, is set to a value that produces left-lateral shear stresses in
E-W direction as large as the stress drop determined for the largest event (NI=7.1) in the
studied earthquake sequence.

Tensional stresses at both ridges are modellec! as constantly being released to have
zero values at the rifts. These are the major c!isturbances of the unknown background
stresses.

On this initial fielc!, the stress changes due to earthquakes are iteratively superposec!
as well as the stress changes due to further spreading at the ric!ge segments based on
an opening of 2 cm/year. This value is taken from [24]. As the simplest assumption,
lacking other data, the spreading rate is taken to be constant during the modellecl time
period, even though this can be questioned as for instance the present deba.te on the stress
increase in the New Madrid seismic zone shows.

The stress field before everyevent is thus the sum of the initial field, the stress drop
of all preceding events, and the plate tectonic stress build-up since the starting time of
the model, which is set to 1706, when the first event in the series occurred.

Results were calculated for 56x44 test-points covering 280 km in E-W direction anc!
220 km in N-S direction. Stresses were computec! for a homogeneous half-space, as a start
ing mode!. Although surface stress changes are calculated, these should be representative
for crustal stresses using values for the moduli, that are typical for oceanic crust [2.5] and
not for sedimentary layers at the surface.

Date l Magnitude Epicenter l South end of Co-seismic Rllptllre
rllptllre2 slip 3 length 4

Lat. ON Long. °W x [km] y [km] Uo [ml L [km]
1706 6.0 64.0 21.2 131 -5 0.30 10
1732 6.7 64.0 20.1 183 -11 0.77 22
1734 6.8 63.9 20.8 150 -23 0.96 25

14.08.1784 7.1 64.0 20.5 164 -18 1.9 35
16.08.1784 6.7 63.9 20.9 145 -22 0.77 22
26.08.1896 6.9 64.0 20.2 178 -14 1.2 28
27.08.1896 6.7 64.0 20.1 183 -11 0.77 22
05.09.1896 6.0 63.9 21.0 140 -16 0.30 10
05.09.1896 6.5 64.0 20.6 159 -9 0.48 18
06.09.1896 6.0 63.9 21.2 131 -16 0.30 10
06.05.1912 7.0 63.9 20.0 187 -27 1.5 32

Tab]e 5. Earthquakes !VI?,6 since 1706 in the South lceland seismic rane. 1) Data taken
from [60). 2) Posit'ion in the model coordinate system with origin at 64° N, 24° W.
3) Calculated via the magnitude moment relationship log Mo [dyne cm] = 1..5 Ms 
(11.8 -log(Ja/I-L)) with the apparent stress (Ja = 150 !VIPa and the shear modulus
I-L = 0.39 .1011 Pa [45], followed by using the values of I-L above, the rupture length

as given in the table as well as a vertical fault width of 14 km east of 21° W and
7 km. between 2]0 W and 21.1]0 W. Final!y, the values were reduced by a factor of
2, fol!owing the disC'tlssion in [38). 4) CalC'tllated using log L [km]= 0..5M - 2 [48]
which results in slightly lower values compared to e.g. [55).
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The earthquake data

All events with M 2: 6 since 1706 were llsed (Table 5) [38, 39, 59, 60]. The catalogue is
supposeel to be complete from 1706 for these earthqllakes.

All rllptures were set to be orienteel N-S, accoreling to the isolines of elamage intensity
and surface ruptures shown in Figure 27. As only the 1912 event was instrumentally
recoreleel, the source parameters are not very accurate - a problem to be eliscusseel fmther
below.

Changes and improvements in PRENLAB-2

In the first phase of PRENLAB-2, the moelels elevelopeel in PRENLAB-l were improveel:

A At the western enel of the SISZ, segments with aseismic oblique slip (mainly normal
faulting with a smaller component of left-Iateral strike-slip) were introeluceel, to
better fit the Reykjanes ridge (RR) between the SW tip of the Reykjanes peninsula
to Hengill triple junction (Figme 28).

B The test-point density was increased from 56x44 (5 km distance) to 280x220 (l km
distance) to get more details of the stress field anel to reduce interpolation errors.

C A layered model, incilleling an inelastic asthenosphere below a brittle seismogenic
upper layer, is in preparation.

D To investigate the moelel resolution a set of different moelels is produced. Besieles
the main model, severai extreme cases are assumeel and the variation of the main
results uneler these assumptions is observed.

E The stress field at 1912, the end of the series of strong events with M2:6, is extrap
olated to April 1999.

Concerning item A, the RR on Iceland is treated now completely as a zone of aseis
mic rifting, consisting of 2 sections with changing rifting and strike-slip components to
model the bend of the ridge from SW towards the Hengill triple junction, as elisplayed
in Figure 28. Doing so, not only the geometry of the rift is better fitted, but also stress
build-up by plate motion is concentrated in the west near the Hengill triple junction in
stead of farther west in the RR. Now, seismic slip is confined to the SISZ ((125, -5) 
(250, O)), where the series of strong earthquakes simulated here, took place.

This model was calculated with a test-point spacing of only l km (item B). It "vill be
named "improved model" below.

A selection of the results obtained by this model is given in Figures 29, 30, and 31.
Figure 29 gives the initial stress field again with the dark red areas subject to the highest
shear stress, now at the rift tip east of Hengil!'

The pre-seismic stress level is expected to be smoother than before with the wider
spacing of the test-points. As - at the same change, however - the high stress tip of
the SISZ was shifted to I-Iengill, the westernmost events (1706, 1784b, lS96c and e) got
into a higher stress region. This produces a larger scatter of the pre-event stress level,
cf. Figure 31. However, the stress level for the main events remains in a similar range as
before (between 2.0 and 2.8, now between 1.7 and 2.9 MPa).
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Figure 28. Map of Iceland and surrounding area. Thick red lines indicate mid-Atlantic
ridge segments, as used in the PRENLAB-2 modeUing. The E- W segment, con
tinuation of RR, was not assumed in the PRENLAB-l model (see text). The
smaUer box shows the region of the modelon the South Iceland seismie zone. The
SISZ extends approximately between (338. ff E, 63.95° N) to (341.~E, 64° N).
The large box gives the region for the Iceland rift model.
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Figure 29. Shear stress field in the South Iceland seismie zone and its surroundings as
assumed in 1706 ("improved model"). The isoline values are: O, 2, 2.5, 2.7,
2.75, 2.8, and 3.0 MPa.
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Figure 30. The stress field after the last strong event May 6, 1912, M=7.0 earthquake oc
curred at (187, -11) in the "improved model". Here, only the central region of
the modelled area is displayed, so that the details inside the SJSZ are clearly
visible. The isoline values are: O, 2, 2.5, 2.7, 2.75, 2.8, and 3.0 MPa.
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Figure 31. Cross plot of the pre-seismic shear stress level at the site of the impending earth
quakes vs. occurrence time. Here in the "improved model", the stress values at
10 to 70 test-points near the surface trace of the rupture plane were averaged.
- Letters "a" through "e" denote the events in one year in temporal sequence.
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Twa problems were addressed next

1. To see how sensitive the resIlIts depend on the model parameters, it was begun to
check extreme cases and their outcome.

2. The average stress level befare same events is only slightly above and even belovv
the background stress of abollt 2.6.5 MPa (see the main shocks 1706 and 1784a, and
1896a and 1912, respectively). This is, among other reasons, due to the fact that
the rupture planes, used until now, extend rather far to the north and south of the
SISZ.

The damage areas from historical records are not gathered by scientists and are usually
biased by uneven population density. So the magnitudes and locations are not very
accurate, as stated earlier. As mentioned in the footnotes of Table .5, there are doubts on
the correct rupture size from global relations between magnitude and rupture length.

From both reasons, given here, a model was calculated that uses the same seismic
moment of the events, but cuts the fault length to .50% while doubling the co-seismic
displacement. It will be termed Ilshort rupture modell!. One side-effect of this change is
an increase of the stress level by a factor 2.5, as the moment release is concentrated to a
smaller area. The background stress field amplitude was increased accordingly, because
- as described above - this field is adjusted to the average stress change of the strongest
event. It is important to note that the inCl'ease in stress level does not change the stress
pattern of the initial stress field; as we are not looking for specific stress amplitudes but
for stress concentrations, the change in level is not important.

The resulting pre-seismic stress level is expected to be smoother than before due to
the concentration of stress release to high stress areas.

For comparison with the models above, some results obtained in the "short rupture
model" are given in Figures 32 through 34.

The pre-event stress level now varies between 6.5 and 7.4 MPa for the main shocks
(for more details cf. Figure 34). It is more stable than the level in the previous models,
if relative values are compared. For most events, the initial stress level is considerably
higher than the background. Only for two main shocks it is near the background (1706
and 1896a) and only for two strong aftershocks it is below (1896b and d). The differences
to the previous model are not very large, but a further improvement of the I!improved
modell! could be achieved in using shorter rupture planes. Concerning the extension to a
layered crustal structure with an inelastic substratum to include post-seismic relaxation
processes, these models will be addressed as soon as the elastic ones are finished. A new
code has been prepared for this, much faster, more accurate, and capable of including
even more layers than the existing code. The extension of the computer programme for
the superposition of stress fields with the new code has al ready begun. The results will
not only be compared to those from the purely elastic models, but also to continuous GPS
crustal deformation data, as soon as these are available.

Extrapolation of the stress field calculated within PRENLAB for the next
years

The stress field for the new models was extrapolated to spring 1999, with the additional
stresses due to plate motion since 1912. In the I!improved model", shear stress inside
the SISZ are only high at small places and at same places at the northern and southern
margins of the seismically active zone. This is similar in the "short rupture modell!. In
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Figure 32. Shear stress field in the South Iceland seismic zone and its surroundings as
assumed in 1706 - the starting field for the mode! calculations in the "short
rupture model". The background stress is about 6.5 MPa. It is increased between
the rift tips which are at (125, -5) and (250, O).
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Figure 32 apply.
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quakes vs. occurrence time. Here in the "short rupture model", the stress values
at 5 to 35 test-points near the surface trace of the rupture plane were averaged.
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general, in the west and in the east, where the SISZ meets the ridge segments, stresses
are concentrated. Is this a weakness of the models or is it the real situation?

An argument against high stress there is, that there was no large event (M2:6.S) since
1706 near the ridge segments. The origin of the stress concentrations at the end of the
SISZ, i.e. at the tips of the adjoining ridges, is the faet that the ridges do not extend
to infinite depth, but are assumed to reach only 7 km depth and enter an inelastic, hot
region not capable of supporting stresses for time periods of years. Deeper penetration of
the brittle layer there wOlllel homogenize the stress fielcl between rift tips at some average
value. Entailed is the following: In the models introduced here, high initial stresses at
the tips are neeeled to obtain high enollgh stresses in the center of the SISZ (see section
about the initial stress fielcl above). Further, high tensional stresses at the rifts mean
high initial stress in 1706 compareel to the annual increase by plate motion, as long as
the rifting speed is kept constant. Indeed, if one compares the situation in 1912 with that
calculated for 1999 the stress build-up by plate motion is very low. It woulel mean that
the stress release by earthquakes in a series of events as it was observed and is modelled
here, \Vould be followed by a period of quiescence until the stress level of 1706 is reached
again.

On the other hand, there are some indications that the present stress release indeeel
main!y takes place at the ends of the SISZ: Interestingly, in 1987, the re was astrang
earthquake (Ms=.5.8) at 63.91oN, 19.78°\V (198, -9) near Vatnafjoll (see Figure 27) at
the east end of the SISZ. This event was not included in the modelling as its magnitude
was below M=6. Nevertheless, it occurred in a region of high stress in the models. In
1998, there were 2 stranger events at the Hengill triple junction at the western end of the
SISZ: June 4 (M=.5.1) and November 13 (M=.5) both accompanied by a lot of smaller
events.

Considering this conflicting information, another (extreme) model will be computed
during the next months using a much deeper width of the brittle layer at the rifts with
the consequences of lower stresses at the encls of the SISZ and a stranger influence of the
plate motion over that of the initial stress amplitudes.

Pin-pointing of stress concentrations in space and tin'le

The models yields stress concentrations for toelay at the western (about 21.4°W, G4°N)
and eastem end (about 18.8°E, 64°N) of the SISZ and some smaller spots inside the SISZ
araund (1.50 to 1GO, ± 10) in model coordinates, i.e. around (20 0 W, 64°N). As the stress
build-up by plate motion is very low in these models, the uncertainty in time is very large
in the so-calleel lIimpraved model ll and still large in the Ilshort rupture moclel ll

.

The high stresses at the ends of the SISZ are debatable. On one hanel, there was no
earthquake above M=G ..5 in both areas since 170G, on the other hanel, the recent seisrnicity
in both areas is high with events M2:.5 (1987 in the east at Vatnafjoll and in 1998 in the
west, near HengilI) .

Search for characteristic preseismie stress level

As a simple assumption, one rnight expeet, that earthquakes in a certain fault zone usually
occur at about the same critical shear stress leve!. Here, we try to find out, if such an
expectation matches the known facts about the earthquakes and the stress field in the
SISZ.

In all models, the pre-seismic stress level for most rnain shocks is high and fairly
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stable. This indicates that the rather simple model can already explain the main features
of the behaviour of the SISZ. This is especialiy astonishing, when the faet is kept in mind,
that most (all but one) events used are not instrumentally recorded. Even though the
earthquake rupture planes strike N-S, the stress changes calculated here affeet the whole
area of the SISZ.

The tendency with time tm.vards slightly lower values, is an indication that the stress
inCl'ease due to rifting might have been assumed too low, i.e. the spreading rate between
1706 and 1912 might be higher than 2 cm/year. rvIoreover, the initial unknown stress field
of 1706 could be reduced in the eastern part and the central part, where the first events
did not occur before 1732 and 1734, respeetively.

A doser look, yields that for the "improved model" the stress level before the earth
quakes is between 1.9 and 2.9 MPa, if only the main shocks and no aftershocks are
considered (Figure 31). HO\vever, in this model, there are 4 events with pre-seismic stress
level not much above the background stress, which would not be expeeted. In the "short
rupture model" (same seismic moment as before, but half of the rupture lengths and twice
of the co-seismic displacements) the stress level is higher and the pre-event stress level
varies between 6..5 and 7.4 lVIPa for the main shocks (cf. Figure 34). It is more stable than
the level in the previous models, if relative values are compared, and for most events, the
initial stress level is considerably higher than the background. Only for two main shocks
it is near the background (1706 and 1896a) and only for two st rong aftershocks it is below
(1896b and d). So, the stress field analysis gives some indication that the strong change
in rupture lengths used, means to tune the model into the right direction. Nevertheless,
the strong variation in model parameters does not lead to totaliy different results, i.e.
the model is rather stable in this respect. To further check the sensitivity of the model
results to changes, a model with stranger infiuence of the permanent stress build-up by
plate motion will be calculated next.

In general, the models go beyond the standard earthquake moment release and hazard
analysis as they include the spatial location and extension of the events ancl provide an
extrapolation to the present stress situation.
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